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An intelligent agent has multiple goals, limited
resources, and a dynamic real-time task environment.
Because it has many predictable and unpredictable
opportunities to act, the agent must "control" its
actions-it must decide which of many possible actions
to execute at each opportunity over a period of time. In
a given situation, the agent’s control decisions
determine whether it achieves its goals, what resources
it consumes, and what side effects it produces. More
generally, the agent’s approach to control determines
the range of situations it can handle, its flexibility in
responding to unanticipated conditions, and its
coherence and comprehensibility to observers. How
should an agent control its actions in order to achieve a
high global utility?

Under the well-known "planning model" [4], an
agent plans its actions ahead of time. Given its goals,
potential actions, and current and expected states of the
environment, the agent constructs a logical sequence of
specific executable actions, perhaps with some
conditionality, whose execution will achieve the goals.
Then it executes the planned actions. To guard against
failures, the agent monitors plan execution and, if
necessary, replans. Although there are different
methods for constructing plans, all operationalize plans
as executable programs of action. For present purposes,
they are equivalent. The planning model has several
strengths. An agent can construct plans that have
desirable global properties regarding goals, resources,
and side effects, as well as coherence and
comprehensibility. While following a plan, it can
conserve resources that would otherwise be spent
perceiving the environment, deciding among
alternative actions, or instantiating specific executable
actions; as a result it can execute planned actions
promptly at run time. The agent can make different

1 This paper is an excerpt from: "Opportunistic control
of action" to appear in IEEE Systems, Man, and
Cybernetics, 1993, in press. The work was supported by
NASA contract NAG 2-581 under DARPA Order 6822
and by subcontract No. 71715-1 from Cimflex
Teknowledge under DARPA contract No. DAAA21-
92-C-0028, and AFOSR grant AFOSR-91-0131.

plans for different situations and change plans when
necessary. Weaknesses of the planning model include
the high computational cost of planning [3] and the
inflexibility of planned behavior under unanticipated
run-time conditions [1]. In the worst case, an agent
encounters a critical condition and undertakes a
computationally expensive replanning task as time
runs out.

Emphasizing the planning model’s weaknesses and
ignoring its strengths, some researchers firmly reject it
in favor of the "reactive model" [1, 5, 6]. Instead of
planning, an agent reacts to environmental events as
they unfold. Given its goals, potential actions, and
relevant possible states of the environment, the agent
(or more often, a programmer or knowledge engineer
working with an automatic programmer) constructs 
set of goal-specific perception-action rules and stores
them in a computationaUy efficient form. On each
iteration of a perceive-act cycle, the agent perceives the
current environmental state, triggers the associated
rule, and performs its action. Thus, the agent can
respond flexibly to many run-time conditions, in some
implementations with bounded cycle time.
Weaknesses include the infeasibility of anticipating,
distinguishing, and storing all run-time contingencies,
precipitous failure when unanticipated conditions do
occur, the infeasibility of perceiving complete relevant
environmental state in bounded time, and the uncertain
global effectiveness, efficiency, and coherence of locally
determined behavior. In the worst case, an agent
encounters a critical condition and thrashes about
executing locally appropriate, but globally
uncoordinated actions, as time runs out.

To make sense of this debate, we must distinguish
between control modes and control mechanisms. Control
modes are behaviors that differentially emphasize two
orthogonal qualities: sensitivity to run-time events and
commitment to specific actions. Control mechanisms
are data structures and processes used by an agent to
realize particular control modes. We argue that an
intelligent agent should be able to operate in different
control modes in different situations--and, therefore,
needs a control mechanism that can support different
modes and smooth transitions among them.
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Figure 1. Different control modes for different control situations.

Figure I characterizes theoretical spaces of control
situations and control modes, superimposed on one
another.

First consider the theoretical space of control
situations. The left vertical dimension represents the
uncertainty of the task environment, including both
exogenously produced events and events influenced by
the agent’s own actions. At one extreme, the
environment is minimally uncertain, allows only
predictable relevant events to occur, and demands
minimal run-time monitoring. At the other extreme, the
environment is maximally uncertain, allows many
unpredictable relevant events to occur, and demands
maximum run-time monitoring. The bottom horizontal
dimension represents the degree of constraint imposed
by the agent’s goals. At one extreme, the goals are
minimally constraining, allow many alternative
successful courses of action, and therefore demand
minimum commitment to specific actions. At the other
extreme, the goals are maximally constraining, allow
only a single successful course of action, and therefore
demand maximum commitment to specific actions. We
assume continuous gradation of both dimensions of the
situation space.

Now consider the theoretical space of control
modes. The right vertical dimension represents
sensitivity to run-time events. At one extreme, the

agent is minimally sensitive and executes prepared
actions open-loop. At the other extreme, the agent is
maximally sensitive and conditionalizes every action
on immediate environmental conditions. The upper
horizontal dimension represents the agent’s
commitment to specific actions. At one extreme, the
agent’s commitment is minimal and it is willing to
perform any of a very large class of actions during the
run-time interval. At the other extreme, the agent’s
commitment is maximal and it is willing to perform
exactly one action at each point during the run-time
interval. We assume continuous gradation of both
dimensions of the mode space.

The two spaces are superimposed to indicate that
control modes in particular regions of the mode space
produce the best performance in corresponding regions
of the situation space. We assume that adequate
monitoring and preparation resources are available and
that, other things equal, an agent prefers to spend
resources on preparation rather than on monitoring in
order to achieve the best possible run-time
performance. Alternatively, if we assume variations in
availability or cost of monitoring and preparation
resources, the superimposed spaces show how run-
time performance may be degraded in order to
conserve those resources. We use the domain of skiing
to illustrate the proposed mapping between control
situations and modes for the four theoretical extreme
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modes: open-loop plan execution, goal-specific reaction, dead
reckoning, and reflex. However, because intelligent
agents rarely encounter the extreme situations
represented along the borders of the situation space
and rarely operate in the associated extreme control
modes, our skiing examples merely approximate these
extreme modes and, therefore, are positioned well
inside the borders of the space. We use the term
strategic mode to refer to the large interior region of
more practical control modes that modulate the balance
of sensitivity and commitment for situations
embodying intermediate degrees of uncertainty and
constraint.

When an agent has maximally constraining goals to
achieve in a minimally uncertain environment, open-
loop plan execution produces the best run-time
performance. The agent can prepare a detailed, globally
coordinated plan in advance and execute it reliably and
efficiently with minimal run-time monitoring. For
example, consider an Olympic downhill skiier:

In the days before the race, after walking the course and
skiing two time trials, you will have run the race in your
head dozens if not hundreds of times. Memorizing the
course is crucial since at speeds averaging 70 miles an hour
there is little opportunity for adjustment and you need
every precious instant to react to the unknown and
unforseeable, primarily imperfections in the skiing surface.
[2]

The skiier achieves maximum race speed by severely
restricting run-time sensitivity to the environment and
conditionality of actions.

When an agent has maximally constraining goals to
achieve in a maximally uncertain environment, goal-
directed reaction produces the best run-time
performance. The agent can commit in advance to
perform specific actions under specific conditions, but
must determine which of these conditions hold and,
therefore, which of these actions to execute based on
run-time monitoring. For example, consider the same
Olympic skiier participating in an impromptu race on
an unfamiliar trail. He or she prepares specific racing
actions for adjusting speed and course based on
relevant gross features of the environment, as well as
subtler adjustments to surface imperfections. At run
time, the skiier focuses on monitoring just the relevant
features of the environment in order to decide which of
its small set of race-relevant actions to execute and
when to execute them. Presumably the skiier will not
achieve Olympic speeds because of the time required
for additional run-time monitoring and adjustment of
actions and because of possible weaknesses in the
global properties of the action sequence.

Notice that in both planning and reaction modes--
which correspond to the planning and reactive models
in the literature-an agent commits to specific
executable actions in advance in order to achieve highly
constraining goals. Planning mode exploits
predictability in the environment to eliminate most
monitoring actions, to restrict action to a single globally
coordinated sequence, and thus to streamline run-time
performance. Without this predictability, reaction mode
prepares a larger number of actions for a larger number
of contingencies. In intermediate modes along the
planning-reaction border, the agent modulates the
amount of run-time monitoring it performs and and the
associated conditionality of its actions. In all modes on
this border, however, the agent expends substantial
computational resources in advance to determine the
set of specific conditions it will monitor and the set of
specific actions it is willing to perform. The agent is
maximally committed and unlikely to respond to an
unanticipated event or to perform an unanticipated
action.

But what about situations in which the agent has
more general goals and does not need to constrain its
actions so severely? What about situations in which the
agent wishes to behave more flexibly at run time or to
conserve resources spent on preparation?

When an agent has minimally constraining goals to
achieve in a minimally uncertain environment, dead
reckoning mode produces the best run-time
performance at less preparation cost than planning
mode. The agent can make a very general plan and, at
run time, execute any sequence of actions that
constitutes a valid instance of the plan. For example,
consider our skiier when practicing basic skills on a
very familiar trail. For example, he or she might decide
to practice tight turns down the fall line at the top of the
trail, which is known to be narrow and steep, and big
carving turns at the bottom, which is known to be
broad and shallow. The skiier does not bother to
specify the exact course or speed, the number of turns
of each type, or when the transition should occur. He or
she confidently instantiates this general plan at run
time in any of many equally valid sequences of specific
turns, adjustments, etc. with little need to monitor the
environment.

When an agent has minimally constraining goals to
achieve in a maximally uncertain environment, reflex
mode produces the best run-time performance at less
preparation cost than reactive mode. The agent is
sensitive to many classes of run-time conditions and is
willing to perform any actions the actual conditions
elicit. For example, consider our skiier when
performing "extreme skiing" on a treacherous
untracked trail never before encountered. He or she



will be happy to reach the bottom of the trail without
serious mishap. It is essential that the skiier remain
sensitive to a very broad range of possible conditions
and be willing to perform an unusually broad range of
actions, including for example stopping, walking,
climbing, and radioing for help. At every point on the
trail, the skiier executes whatever actions are necessary
to survive the immediate situation.

Notice that in both dead reckoning and reflex
modes, the agent is positioned implicitly to perform a
much larger number of specific actions and action
sequences, compared to planning and reactive modes,
respectively. Dead reckoning mode exploits
predictability in the environment to commit to large
classes of actions, which can be instantiated top down
as alternative acceptable courses of action at run time.
Without this predictability, reflex mode relies heavily
on run-time monitoring to detect conditions that elicit
actions. In the intermediate modes along the dead
reckoning-reflex border, the agent modulates the
amount of run-time monitoring it performs and the
balance of top-down versus bottom-up control of
actions it executes. In all modes on this border,
however, the agent expends minimal computational
resources in advance by identifying arbitrarily large
classes of events to monitor or actions to perform. It
does not commit to monitor any specific events or to
perform any specific actions. In that sense, and in
contrast to planning and reaction modes, the agent is
always responding to "unanticipated" events or
performing "unanticipated" actions.

As mentioned above, we refer to modes in the large
interior region of the mode space as strategic modes.
Depending on the uncertainty of its environment, the
degree of constraint imposed by its goals, and the
availability of resources for preparation and
monitoring, the agent makes a plan of intermediate
specificity that more or less constrains the actions it
intends to execute. The agent works toward its goals by
executing actions that happen to be triggered at run-
time and happen to match its plan. For example, when
skiing fast down a somewhat familiar trail, our skiier
makes a general plan to perform tight turns down the
fall line, but monitors the trail at run time to decide
exactly which turns to make where, whether any
unplanned classes of actions are required, etc.

Notice that, in strategic mode, the agent does not
waste resources making plans that are unrealistically or
unnecessarily specific, but remains open to the
possibility of executing alternative actions and action
sequences that only become apparent at run time. On
the other hand, it is not unduly sensitive to the
environment, but organizes its monitoring and actions
within the general structure of its strategic plan.

Strategic mode produces good run-time behavior in a
broader range of more realistic situations than any of
the extreme modes along the borders of the space.

Given the situation-specific effectiveness of
alternative control modes and their differential
demands for advance and run-time resources, we need
a control mechanism that will allow an intelligent agent
to operate in any mode throughout the two-
dimensional space, at its own discretion. The
mechanisms of planning and reactive models reported
in the literature are mode-specific; they basically
support control modes only in the correspondingly
named extreme regions of the two-dimensional mode
space. While these mechanisms might be useful for
special-purpose applications, they do not provide the
range of control modes required of intelligent agents.
On the other hand, both mechanisms contain elements
of a comprehensive control architecture. Integrating
and extending these component processes, we propose
an opportunistic control model, which is described in the
longer paper from which this analysis is excerpted.
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